
Chapter 1
Two Weddings in One Day
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Geography Lesson.

As a group or individually, seek an answer to the question “Where in the world is
Bulgaria?”  Find the country on a map of the world. Note its location in Europe, and
its proximity to Turkey, the eastern Mediterranean, and the Middle East. [See also
Figure 1.1] Keep in mind Bulgaria’s proximity to these places as you sample the
tracks on the recording and consider the influences—Bulgaria to its neighbors, and its
neighbors to Bulgaria  (see also geographic description in Chapter 3, pages 28-45).
__________________________________________________________________

(2) 7-12 
CD Track 1: Pravo Horo, by Kanarite 

1. Play selection.  Ask: “What do you hear?”  Answer: Clarinet, sax, accordions,
electric bass, drum kit.  The combination of instruments, quick tempo, and harmony
in thirds with bass-line support is the definitive sound of a Bulgarian wedding band,
the Kanarite, [pronounced ka-NA-ree-teh] (“The Canaries”), one of the most recorded
wedding bands in Bulgaria. How does it compare to the music of wedding bands you
have heard?

2. Keeping a steady beat by patting your hands on your lap, a desk or table, the floor
or other surface, listen for repeated phrases and softly hum along.  

3. Without notation, find a particular instrument’s part: the melody, the melodic
harmony’s bass-line, the percussion part that you can track in your listening. Are
there recurring patterns of rhythm or melody?  Can you pat them out or sing them?

4. Play the melody (or harmony, bass-line, or percussion part) on an available
instrument, picking up what you can by listening.

5. Following the notation (See transcription, Figure 1.5), play Pravo Horo (Kanarite).
Also, see the end of this manual for notation, which can be displayed as an overhead
or copied for distribution to students.

6. Assemble a clarinet, sax, accordion, electric bass, and drum kit and play Pravo
Horo (Kanarite) in the style of a Bulgarian wedding band, closing in on the timbres
that Bulgarians would customarily expect to hear playing this music. 

7. See also Activity 1.1 for instructions on how to dance a pravo horo (“straight
dance”)  in an open, unclosed circle.  For children or “dance-initiates”, the following
steps may be additionally useful.



(a) While listening, chant in an even rhythm: “Step-step-step-lift-step-
lift”.
(b) Alternate with this chant: “Right-left-right-left-left-right”.
(c) Move your hands in the space in front of you, placing them flat in
the air from one step to the next while chanting.  Be aware of whether
it is the right or the left hand you are using, and whether—and when—
the hand is “stepping” or “lifting”.  Show it: let your hands do the
dancing!
(d) Transfer the hand movement to the feet.  As a preliminary act,
remind dancers to place their weight on their left foot, and to get their
right foot ready to move to the right.  Keep chanting as you move,
until the movements are on “automatic pilot”!  Then let the music
guide you!

Note to users: This sequence of directed listening, with participatory experiences that
can engage student listeners, is one that can be applied to many listening selections
from the Music in Bulgaria CD.  Participatory—rather than passive—listening will
underscore concepts and ensure musical understanding.
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Music Fit for a Wedding.  

In group discussion or as a writing assignment, describe a wedding celebration you've
attended: who the bride and groom were, where the wedding was held, what people
ate and drank, how they dressed, where the band played (and what they played), who
danced with whom, and other important events within the celebration.  How does the
music “fit” the celebration?  (Have you ever attended a wedding with recorded rather
than live music? Or no music at all? What sort of “feel” does such a wedding have,
when compared to a music-infused ceremony and celebration?)
__________________________________________________________________
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CD Track 2
Slow song and Rŭchenitsa, by Maria Stoyanova  

1. Play selection.  Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer: Slow part by gaida (bagpipe),
joined by bass, and then the full wedding band.  

2. Notice how the slow song gives way at  00'15" to a rŭchenitsa
 Tap the very fast 2+2+3, or  “short-short-long” (or “quick-quick-slow”) meter. But
don't count: just feel! 

3. Read the various representations of the rŭchenitsa meter (Figure 1.6)

4. How does the announcer's voice make the music more "real"—and certainly more
fun? (See full account on text page 8-11).

5. Follow the transcription [Figure 1.8] of the gaida melodies for rŭchenitsa.  Play
them on available instruments.
_________________________________________________________________
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Writing Up “What’s Happening”

 Look around the room in which you are sitting.  Describe "What is going on here?"
in three styles: particular, normative, and interpretive.  What information do you need
to be able to fully explain music in these three ways?  Discuss with classmates or
colleagues the distinctive styles of writing in preparation for a writing assignment that
might involve one or all of them to describe a particular setting or scenario.
_________________________________________________________________
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The Music Makes Me Do It. 

What do Bulgarians do at weddings when nonmetrical music plays?  When metered
music plays? How does the music inspire these two distinctive behaviors?  Discuss as
a class/group.
__________________________________________________________________
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A Rite of Role-Changes. 

A Bulgarian wedding is an event that entails the changing of kinship relations.  Are
weddings in other cultures the venue of the performance of social relationships?
How? Are there formal milestones within weddings that signal the change of roles, or
does something more subtle occur before, during, or just following a wedding?
Consider these questions in a class/group discussion, or as a short writing assignment.
_______________________________________________________________
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Gender and Music

How is the musical involvement of Bulgarians governed by traditional views of
gender?  Discuss as a class/group whether the "gender effect” is in operation within
other musical cultures.  
____________________________________________________________________________


